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Customer Management with Gestix

The Customer File
Gestix enables outstanding Customer management. It is a powerful
database tailored to your business.
With every Gestix Customer entry, a new database space is created. Here
you can record exhaustive information about the Customer, as well as follow
up on completed tasks, or plan new ones (depending on the Gestix version).
You can also categorise the Customer in a way which will later allow you to
access specific Customer files and reports according to the criteria defined
by you.

How to create Customer files, record information, and categorise
Customers

- Main information
Every Customer file has a series of fields displayed at the top of the page
where you can insert the most relevant information about the Customer:

Customer ID – Whenever a number, or code, has been allocated to a Customer,
the Customer ID is the field where it can be recorded. If this field is left blank, the
system will fill it in automatically with the next consecutive number of a new
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Customer file.
NAME – There are two fields allocated to recording the name of the Customer.
This should provide sufficient space for longer names. Alternatively, the second
field can be used for information that can act later on as a memory trigger, helping
to identify the Customer faster in listings.
CLASS – This section allows you to define the criteria for categorising Customers.
Once defined, it makes it easier to organise Customers into groups that share a
common denominator.
Each Customer can belong to one class only, such as: Newsletter or No Newsletter,
National or International Customer.
KEYWORD – This is another field that helps with Customer selection. Here you can
record information such as: the product they usually buy, the last and with who
was the last contact, etc.
This field enables you to follow Customers according to: the product they
bought, to who was the last person they contacted, when the was last
contacted, etc.
LOCATION – This is another search option. This field can be used freely, or it
can display set location areas to appear in the search box, in order to avoid
entry duplication. See further down how to define default location areas.

Contact information – Company and related contacts
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The Customer file includes a section where additional information about the
Customer can be recorded:
CONTACTS – Here you will find space
for main contact information, as well
as additional personal contacts for
each Customer.

As a rule, company information
should be filled in at the top,
followed by the contact details of
the people related to the company in the fields below.
In the personal details section you can select the position the contact has
within the company (the Positions list can also be defined by you).
The “Date of Birth” field can be used to record the date of birth of the
Customer, if this is important to your business, or it can be used to record
the date when the contact with the respective Customer was initiated, etc.
You can insert as many personal contacts as necessary within a Customer
file. Every new file has three fields allocated to personal contacts. If more
are needed, save the file and exit. When re-opening the file, three new
fields will appear. Consequently, whenever a Customer file is edited, there
will be three blank personal contact fields in addition to the ones that have
already been filled in. This way, all relevant contacts can be recorded in one
Customer file, and can be selected in the search field making it easier to
keep in touch with all the contacts you have in one particular company, or
business.

Contact positions
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The main Customer screen allows you to define the position of each contact
within a company:
The section where a
new Contact Position
can be created is
accessed by selecting
the Contact Positions
option. A new contact
Position is created
using the + (plus
sign). In this section
you can also view,
edit, or delete an
existing Contact
position by clicking on
the respective icons
next to each Contact
Position.

“Position” refers to the description that is available for selection next to the
contact name in listings .
“Description” is a field allocated for additional information (if the title of
Contact Position is self-explanatory, it can be repeated in the Description
field).
If a Position is selected as Default, it will be automatically given to any new
contact added.
- Address/es
In the Address section of the
Customer File each Customer can
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have a main address and a secondary one ( Headquarters and Branch, for
instance).

The more advanced versions of Gestix allow for an indefinite number of
addresses, same as Personal Contacts. They are created the same way, also.

In addition to the information fields of the Customer File, there is also a
Notes field making it even easier to record any other relevant Customer
information.

The Customer file allows for recording of specific business information for
each Customer. This varies according to Gestix versions and modules and
can consists of, for instance, the currency used by Customer, allocated price
lists, payment conditions, debit, credit, etc.
This section is not included in this manual, which deals mainly with contacts
and follow-up tasks.

- Attributes

Attributes are a
powerful way of
selecting Customers
according to fixed
criteria.
Unlike Classes (each Customer can only belong to one Class), each Customer
can have as many Attributes as needed in order to enable better
categorising.
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Categorising Customers
Creating a Customer file allows you not only to record important Customer
information, but also to categorise the Customer according to specific
criteria. This allows for better Customer management.
Consequently, it is important to decide first how you wish to group
Customers, and what information is relevant. Better categorising allows for
better Customer management.

How to create Classes and Attributes, how to organise Locations, and
how to list Customers

The most important fields for Customer classification are: Class, Attributes,
Keywords, and Location.
CLASS – Allows for selecting large groups of Customers that have a common
denominator. For example: Internacional Customers, Deactivated Customers,
Partners, End User, etc.
ATTRIBUTES – Attributes are used to categorise Customers according to
fixed criteria. They provide quick and easy access to information available in
the Customer file and also allow for a more detailed search.
As an example, by creating a “New Product” Attribute and another for “No email”, it is then possible to select all Customers interested in knowing about
new products, but they need to be contacted by phone.
Classes and Attributes are created by selecting the options available at the
top of the Customer main screen.
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Classes - How to create a new class

Fill in the Description field with the
name you wish to give the new Class.
Explanatory notes can be inserted.
By checking the “Default” box, every
time a new Customer file is created it
will automatically belong to this class.

How to create Attributes

The process of creating Attributes is
very similar to creating a new Class.
Attributes are merely descriptive and
are accessible whenever the Customer
file is opened. They are also a means
of listing Customers.
In order to list Customers by a specific
Attribute, the box “Listing criterion” must be checked.

Location
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Location is a
free field.
In order to
create default
options for
Location, go to

Admin/Settings, select “Loction options” and fill in the box fields.
By creating fixed options for Location, entry duplication is avoided. For
instance: “Henley-on-Thames” and “Henley on Thames” are considered as
two different entries by the system, even though they refer to the same
location.

Work optimisation

Ideally, the first thing to do, even before creating Customer files, is to
establish criteria for categorising Customers.
However, it may happen that a new Class, or a
new Location, etc. is needed when creating a new
Customer file.

When this situation occurs, it is not necessary to
discard the work in progress. Save it, open a new
Gestix window by clicking on the icon in the top
right hand side, make the necessary changes, then
close the window and continue.
The option of opening a new window in order to make changes, consult
records, etc, without abandoning the work in progress, is valid for all Gestix.
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Selecting and listing Customers
Gestix allows you to access quickly and efficiently not only individual
Customers, but also groups of Customers for mailings and newsletters.
The main screen of the Customers menu displays various options of
selecting and managing contacts.

Selecting Customers

The text box and the Search
button are the most obvious
way to select contacts.
By using the text box you can
search for a particular
Customer by name, company
name, fiscal number, e-mail,
phone, etc.
Gestix will then list all the Customer files that contain the information
inserted in the text box. All you have to do is click on the Customer you are
looking for in order to access the Customer File.
For easy access, the most recently used Customer Files will be displayed
below the text box.

Listing groups of Customers

Customer Listing and Mailing are the two
recommended options for listing groups of
Customers to be contacted. These are
diplayed in the Customers main screen. You
can then select additional criteria according
to which you want to group Customers.
Customer Management
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This can be one criterion, such as location, (for instance: all Customers based
in London). It can also be a combination of criteria: all London based
Customers that share the Attribute “Hot”.

All the Attributes available as listing criteria
are displayed as Conditions. Here you can
select the Attributes to be considered, the
ones to be excluded, and the ones to be
ignored in any listing.
By ticking the box named “Satisfy all
conditions” the listing process will follow
exactly all the conditions selected.
For example, in the picture above, the listing result will be of Customers
who are “Hot” and are not categorised as “Partners”.

Customer Tasks
Gestix editions that include a CRM module are better suited for Customer
follow-up.
In these editions there is a “Customer Task” section allocated to each
individual Customer File. This enables efficient management of the
development of the business relationship with any particular Customer.
Gestix can also remind you of what needs to be done.

How to record and plan the Customer relationship. How to
create tasks and set up reminders

The tasks page is accessed by clicking on the “Customer Tasks” button
located at the top of the Customer File.
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How to create tasks

When creating a new task, the
main fields to be filled in are:
Task Date – This is the task
completion date. This field is
important when searching for
tasks scheduled for a certain time
period. The field will display by
default the date when the task
was created.
Task Type – It allows you to chose
from a list previously created,
what kind of task it is. The first
item of the list is displayed by
default.
Description – A short description of the task, or the task title. This field is
obligatory.
Notes – Here you can enter a
more detailed description of the
task.
Other fields of the task creation
section are:
Date of entry - This is a
descriptive field and it displays
the date when the task was
Customer Management
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created.
Deadline – Displays the task deadline.
Priority – Prioritises the tasks by changing the display colour in the Task
Manager.
Status – Shows the status of the task, wether or not a completion date was
set.
Next contact – It allows for scheduling the date of the next contact with the
Customer.

Reminders/alerts
When creating a new task you can also specify if, and when, you wish to be
reminded of the task.

How to set up task reminders

Whenever creating a new task or editing an
existing one, click in the box called “Reminder”
and then select a date when you wish to be
reminded of the task.

How to view reminders

Whenever you access Gestix, you will be prompted if there are any asks to
be done, as long as reminders were previously set.
You can chose to view the most urgent tasks, or you can ignore the prompt.
If you chose to ignore the prompt, you can always see the tasks due on the
day in the Agenda or in the Task Manager section.
Customer Management
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If you click on the “Go to tasks” button, the Task Manager will open. Here
you can view all tasks with a reminder on the day, as well as previous tasks
with reminders that have not yet been completed.

Managing company tasks
How to follow-up and manage completed, current, and future tasks

Agenda: the task calendar - How to have a quick overview of the tasks
to be done in a specific time period.

Whenever you access the Agenda, the current day is highlighted and, if you
have any tasks scheduled for the day, these will be displayed here (by Task
Type).
A summary of the daily tasks is displayed on the left of the screen
Customer Management
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underneath the highlighted todays date (Task Type, Customer Name, Task
Description).
You can see the tasks scheduled for any day of the calender by clicking on
that particular day in the agenda.

You can also search for a particular date in the
Agenda by using the search field. Alternatively you
can move back and and forth by a month, or by a
year, by using the arrow buttons.

If more than one task of the same
type are scheduled on the same
day, these will be grouped by Task
Type and the number of tasks will
be displayed next to the Task Type
in the Agenda.
For example, the picture to the left
shows a day in the Agenda when
two “E-mail” and one “Market Study”
have been scheduled.
In this example, the “market Study”
task has been highlighted in red as Top Priority.
The box on the right displays a summary of tasks grouped by “Task Type”.
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How to view and edit tasks in the Agenda

In the Agenda, you can go directly to a task by clicking on it.
In the window that
opens as a result all
the fields displayed
can be edited. Here
you can view, change,
or delete the selected
task.
You can also access
the Customer File that
the task belongs to by
clicking on the
magnifying glass icon
displayed next to the
Customer´s name.
By clicking on the red
arrow, you can go
back to the previous screen without saving any changes.

Task Manager
The Task Manager makes it easier to organise the tasks for all the
Customers belonging to the same company.
Whenever you access the Task Manager there will be a list of tasks
displayed. These tasks can be organised by using the fields displayed at the
top of the page.
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Here you can chose the type of task you wish to view; you can also view
completed tasks, tasks that are due, tasks scheduled within a specific time
period, and tasks by Customer.
Once the desired options are selected, click on “Search” to refresh the list of
tasks displayed.
In the Multi-User Gestix editions you can view the tasks created by each
user (if you have permission for it).

How to create a new task

In order to create a new task in
the Task Manager, click on the
“Create Task” button to open a
new screen.
Creating a new task in the Task
Manager is similar to creating a
new task in Customer Tasks, the
only difference is that in the
Task Manager you need to
specify the Customer to which
the task refers to.

- Task Listings
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The tasks are listed according to the criteria inserted in the fields. This is
another way of accessing individual tasks.
This type of listing enables a quick overview of the status of each task.
You can then open any task by clicking on it.

How to define Task Types
This is a process very similar to creating Contact Positions.

You can view a list of all existingTask Types, or create a new one, by clicking
on the Task Type button.

How to view Reminders

In the Task Manager you can view reminders set for the day (or previous
days, if the respective tasks have not yet been completed).
In order to do this, click on the Alerts button in the top right hand corner of
the screen.
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Customer List, Report
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Reports
Reports allows you to obtain reports/list of your customers by multiple
criteria. Select the criteria and click the Go(22) button.

1 All customers for list

2 Mailing

3 Margin List

4 Include Invoicing

5 Annual margin

6 Sales listing

7 Annual Sales

8 Accounts

9 Receivable

10 List format by number of

11 ID by customer

12 Containing Word
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labels.
13 To obtain list by specific
Name

14 To obtain list by class

15 To obtain list by Geographic
Area

16 Sales Representation

17 Between date selection

18 Due to date

19 Document Condition

20 Match all conditions or not

21 To obtain list in thousands

Next them to a worksheet/CVS, PDF or Print directly to a printer.

1 Print Button

2 To export to PDF

3 To export to worksheet
button

4 To IMPORT to CSV button

5 Report result every row is
clickable for details

Sales Filter: define which logistical documents count as sales
Normally, Gestix considers all sales documents as sales. To select which
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documents are considered as sales and which document are not, on the
Customers menu tap the Sales Filter button.
Tap the Sales Filter button to open the selection window

You are then able to specify which documents to consider by
selecting/deselecting their series on this screen.
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(Leave all blank to let Gestix automatically select the pertaining documents)
Either place a check mark in every document to be considered or leave all
unchecked for enabling Gestix to select automatically all the sales
documents.
The same principle applies to suppliers/vendors accounts in Gestix,
concerning purchase documents instead of sales documents.
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